A PETROJET PROGRAM
TODAY WE ARE MAKING A DIFFERENCE FOR TOMORROW

VIEW THE FUTURE WITH CONFIDENCE
ONE OF THE EGYPTIAN PETROLEUM SECTOR COMPANIES
A program which is tailored to think about benefits to others. We care program was conducted to deliver a message to our STAKEHOLDERS that caring about them is a continuous action.

WHY WE CARE

At PETROJET our vision is to be among the major construction groups in the world in the next 10 Years. Filling such an ambitious vision is not an easy task. It requires a long term plan that reflects all aspects of business. We are here to grow and develop which means being sustainable is inevitable. As top management we have decided to sum up our strategy in two words: We Care...

At PETROJET we care about major projects in the same manner we care about the smallest details; We care about efficiency whether it is delivering a project on time or simply ensuring that the mail reaches the addressee’s workstation on time.

THE GOAL IS TO CREATE VALUE ON FOUR LEVELS:

Your Experience Helps Grow our Future.  

“Keep the Ball Rolling” & Maintain Revenue Maximization.

Client Satisfaction is Our Most Important Core Value.

The Society Provides the Main Framework to our Business.
HOW WE CARE

01 COLLEAGUES

Caring about PETROJET Workforce as the most valuable asset
1. Training & Skills development.
2. The consideration of colleagues personal needs (to achieve the required balance between their professional & personal life).
3. Provide the suitable working conditions.
4. The effective Communications & Direct Contacts means.
5. Appreciation & Reward.
7. Direct Medical Care.

02 CLIENTS

Working on current client’s satisfaction and gain new success partners.
1. Client Satisfaction.
2. Providing our services with competitive price and optimum Quality.
3. Maintaining effective & constant communication to gain the loyalty of the client.
4. Keeping a continuous step ahead of our competitors.

03 SHAREHOLDERS

Satisfaction of our Shareholders is our continuous mission.
1. Value Maximization.
2. Constant & effective communication.
3. Integrity rather than competition.
4. New company organization which Produces revenues maximazation.

04 SOCIETY

We do our business with environmental responsible manner.
1. Our long experience & sustainability help us build better world.
2. Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
3. We are committed to supporting the communities that host our business.
4. Environmental Performance.

At PETROJET we care about major projects in the same manner we care about the smallest details: We care about efficiency whether it is delivering a project on time or simply ensuring that the mail reaches the addressee’s workstation on time.
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